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The symmetry requirements for achieving ignition are funda-
mental and impose strict constraints on inertial confinement 
fusion (ICF).1–7 The tolerable drive asymmetry of an implosion, 
in a time-integrated sense, is less than 1% to 2% and depends 
on the ignition margin.3,4 In the indirect-drive approach to ICF, 
low-mode-number implosion asymmetries are a major concern 
because the quasi-uniform hohlraum radiation field provides 
drive with minimal high-mode-number nonuniformities.3–8 
An example of such an asymmetry would be a time-integrated 
P2 (second-order Legendre polynomial) nonuniformity that 
could lead to different radial velocities and densities at pole 
and equator, converting less kinetic energy into internal energy 
and resulting in a higher drive energy required for ignition.

The high-Z plasma from the wall blowoff, usually gold (Au) 
or uranium (U), which causes motion in the laser-absorption 
region and alters the spatial distributions of x-ray energy 
sources and sinks, has been shown to cause low-mode-number 
implosion asymmetries.3–8 The blowoff quickly fills the inte-
rior of an initially empty (optically thin) hohlraum, leading to 
early on-axis plasma stagnation.3–8 The stagnated plasma has 
high pressure and can asymmetrically compress the capsule.

To achieve the required drive symmetry, the motion of the 
laser-deposition (x-ray emission) region must be minimized. 
Two proposed approaches are to overcoat a hohlraum wall 
surface with a low-Z liner and to fill a hohlraum interior with 
low-Z gas.4 Neither the liner nor the fill gas stops the wall 
blowoff; however, they displace the low-density plasmas. In the 
first approach, plasma jets form because of the interaction of 
pairs of adjacent, expanding plumes of low-Z liner blowoff.4,9 
The radially moving jets are supersonic and quickly stagnate 
at the hohlraum interior, resulting in asymmetries in both the 
drive and the capsule implosion. The ignition campaign at the 
National Ignition Facility (NIF) currently adopts the second 
approach.3–7 Hohlraums are filled with helium-4 gas6 at a 
pressure +0.4 atm (when fully ionized, ne + 0.04 ncrit, the 
critical electron density for 0.35-nm laser light). The gas is 
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contained with thin polyimide windows over the laser entrance 
holes (LEH’s).

This article presents the first proton radiography observa-
tions of the effects of gas fill on impeding the hohlraum 
plasma stagnation. The experiments, illustrated schematically 
in Fig. 125.7(a), were performed at the Omega Laser Facil-
ity.10 Radiographic images were made with 15-MeV protons 
at various implosion times through the LEH.9,11 Figure 125.7 
shows two different types of images: proton fluence versus 
position [Fig. 125.7(b)] and proton mean energy versus position 
[Fig. 125.7(c)]. The proton fluence piles up in the gaps between 
the two expanding plasma plumes and in the region between 
the imploding capsule and the expanding plasmas, forming a 
five-prong, asterisk-like pattern—a consequence of OMEGA’s 
laser-beam distribution.9,11 Contrary to earlier experiments 
that showed a deficit in proton fluence in these regions for 
vacuum hohlraums,9,11 this fluence surplus suggests that no 
high-density plasma jets were formed. The fill gas along the 
laser beam’s path is fully ionized. The interfaces between the 
gas plasma and the Au wall blowoff are constrained near the 
wall’s surface [Fig. 125.7(b), indicated by the open arrows]. 
Figure 125.8 shows the measured Au-wall plasma-fill gas 
interface radius as a function of time compared with the sound 
speed C ZT m /1 2

s e i? 1-` j: D that sets the scale for hydrodynamic 
rarefaction expansion in vacuum.11,12 The expansion speed 
of the Au blowoff is estimated to be +(2.1!0.3) # 107 cm s–1, 
which is slower than Cs + 2.5 # 107 cm s–1, indicating that the 
wall blowoff’s expansion has been compressed by the fill gas.13 
These measurements show that the fill gas impedes the wall 
plasma expansion.

An additional interface appears in the region around the 
imploding capsule [1.65 ns, Fig. 125.7(b)]. It is identified as the 
interface between the capsule’s CH ablation and the fill-gas 
plasma. Because the implosion is nearing the deceleration phase, 
with the typical implosion velocity, v lnI m m/

15
1 8

0imp ? _ i9 C + 2 
to 3 # 107 cm s–1 and velocity of outward-moving ablated cap-
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Figure 125.7
(a) Experimental setup. The two photos show an Au hohlraum filled with +0.4 atm of neopentane gas (C5H12) and containing a CH capsule (30-nm-thick, 
550-nm-diam plastic shell either empty or filled with 50 atm of H2 gas). A proton backlighter (imploded, D3He-filled, thin-glass-shell capsule driven by 
30 OMEGA laser beams15) is typically 1 cm from the hohlraum center and has the illustrated monoenergetic spectra from the reactions D+3He $ a + p 
(14.7 MeV) and D + D $ T + p (3.0 MeV), recorded with a CR39 detector. The hohlraums had 30-nm-thick gold walls, 100% laser entrance hole (LEH), 
2.4-mm diameter, and 3.8-mm length. The hohlraum was driven by 30 laser beams with a wavelength of 0.351 nm and total laser energy +11 kJ in a 1-ns square 
pulse. The laser beams had full spatial and temporal smoothing.16 Radiographic images of (b) proton fluence and (c) proton energy taken with 15-MeV D3He 
protons (the particle energy was slightly upshifted from its birth energy because of the capsule’s positive charging) at various implosion times. Within each 
image, darker means (b) higher proton fluence or (c) lower proton energy. The open arrows in (b) point to the interfaces between the Au wall blowoff and gas 
plasmas. For the image at 1.65 ns, the solid arrow points to the interface between the capsule ablator and gas plasma.

sule material 15v ,I C/9 40
abl s? +8 B  the capsule is expected to be 

essentially unaffected by the pressure generated in this region.4

While the proton fluence shows large variations [Fig. 125.7(b)], 
the proton energy shows less variation [Fig. 125.7(c)] until later 
times (1.65 ns). This suggests that the trajectories of these 
backlighting protons have been largely affected by fields around 
the capsule and not by proton scattering in the plasma because 
Coulomb interactions are always accompanied by energy loss.9,14

To explore the mechanism for forming such a unique spatial 
(fluence) structure and its effects on impeding the hohlraum 
wall’s plasma expansion and drive dynamics, experiments 
were performed with solid, spherical CH targets driven in 
both gas-filled Au hohlraums and CH-lined vacuum Au hohl-
raums (Fig. 125.9). The two images show related asterisk-like 

structures (with spokes in the gaps between pairs of expanding 
plasma plumes) but with opposite proton fluence distributions: 
protons were focused into the gaps (high-fluence spokes) for 
the gas-filled hohlraum [Figs. 125.9(a) and 125.9(c)] but were 
deflected away from the spokes in the CH-lined vacuum 
hohlraum [Figs. 125.9(b) and 125.9(d)]. The role of a sponta-
neously generated magnetic (B) field in these interactions can 
be excluded by symmetry since the toroidal B-field topology 
around the laser spots15,17 cannot result in such azimuthal pro-
ton deflections.9 Lateral electric (E) fields18,19 associated with 
azimuthally oriented electron pressure gradients (dPe) in the 
plasma plumes and in the radial plasma jets, ,E P ene e-d=  
may be the source of these deflections. Another physical 
mechanism that could explain the deflection near the capsule 
before 0.5 ns is the E field associated with a supersonic heat 
front generated by the laser-heated gas channels that are in close 
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Figure 125.8
Measured interfaces between the Au wall blowoff and the gas plasma (open 
black diamonds), and between the capsule and the gas plasma (solid red 
squares), are compared to motion at multiples of the sound speed. The bound-
ary position shown at +0.5 ns suggests that the hot regions of the gas plasma 
have reached the surface of an imploding capsule at a fast speed (+8 Cs). The 
uncertainties for sampling times were +90 ps (the backlighter burn duration), 
while for the radius they were +10% (the variation in image circularity). The 
linear fit yields the expansion speed v . (2.1!0.3) # 107 cm s–1 (reduced 
|2 = 0.662).
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Figure 125.9
The proton fluence distributions show a surplus in the regions between the 
pairs of expanding plasma plumes in a gas-filled Au hohlraum (a) but show 
a deficit in a CH-lined, vacuum Au hohlraum (b), indicating opposing direc-
tions of the self-generated electric fields as illustrated schematically by the 
corresponding cartoons, in (c) and (d), respectively.

proximity to the capsule. Work is in progress to quantitatively 
assess the relative importance of this mechanism in the gen-
eration of such a field. Since Figs. 125.9(a) and 125.9(b) show 
opposite deflections, E must have pointed in opposite directions.

As illustrated in the cartoon in Fig. 125.9(c) for the gas-filled 
hohlraum, the high plasma pressure should have resulted from 
an increase of temperature inside the plasma plume and ionized 
gas.20 The steep dPe results in strong E fields that point later-
ally away from the plumes, deflecting the backlighting protons 
into the gaps between pairs of approaching plasma plumes. For 
these underdense gas plasmas (+0.04 ncrit), the rapidly rising 
plasma temperature in the region through which the laser 
passes does not result from continuous laser heating but is a 
consequence of the inhibition of heat flow caused by the self-
generated megaGauss B field8,9,11 because the electron thermal 
transport is reduced by a factor of ,1 ce~ x+ 2 1-2a k  where ~ce is 
the electron gyro frequency and x is the collision time.18 Includ-
ing the contribution from magnetized window plasma, the Hall 
parameter ~cex is +10 (Ref. 8). Eventually, the combination of 
inverse bremsstrahlung absorption in the Au wall and electron 
conduction establishes a near-equilibrium plasma conditions in 
the laser propagation channel, and the quasi pressure balance 
leads to continuous plasma heating and temperature increase.4
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The spontaneous B field is generated initially at the hohlraum 
wall because of nonparallel density and temperature gradients 

.n Te e#d d_ i  Based on the proton deflection feature, the data 
[Fig. 125.7(b)] show that the plasma temperatures were high20 
even at the earlier time (+0.5 ns) for the fully ionized, low-Z 
gas plasma whose front boundary had already reached the 
surface of the imploding capsule within the region of the laser 
beam’s propagation channel, indicating that inhibition of heat 
flow by fields must have taken place at an earlier time. This 
suggests that the transport of the field was much faster than the 
plasma’s expansion speed that carried the “frozen in” field with 

v .B# #d ] g6 @ The fluid velocity v (<Cs) is too slow to explain the 
rapid increase in gas plasma temperature at the earlier times 
(Figs. 125.7–125.9). Such a nonlocal field transport must have 
resulted from the convection of the B field with the heat flux 
associated with “faster” electrons because of the Nernst effect 
(? b^b # dTe, i.e., the current flow is driven perpendicular to 
a B field and dTe, where b / BB–1 and b^ is the thermoelec-
tric coefficient perpendicular to the B field and temperature 
gradient).19,21 The velocity of convection of the B field in this 
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Figure 125.10
Proton fluence images of capsule implosions driven by gas-filled hohlraums. 
The open arrows point to interfaces between the Au wall blowoff and gas 
plasma. A relatively smooth interface appears between the expanding wall 
blowoff and the ionized fill gas at time 0.8 ns, while chaotic spatial structure 
and interface interpenetration are evident at time 1.6 ns. The fluence surplus 
inside the imploding capsule (0.8 ns) resulted from self-generated radial 
E fields.22,23
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transport mechanism is approximately vN . 2qe(5neTe)
–1, 

where qe = l9dTe is the electron heat flux and l9 is the ther-
mal conductivity. Using the data from Figs. 125.7(b) and 125.8  
(the position of the boundary of the gas plasma that reached the 
surface of an imploding capsule), a rough estimate indicates that 
the lower limit for the B-field convection speed is vN + 8Cs, 
suggesting that the field transport (convection) by heat flux is 
about one order of magnitude faster than the plasma expansion 
(vN + 10v). The physical process of the B-field generation, evolu-
tion, and dissipation BDm# #d d_ i7 A is described by Faraday’s 
law in a plasma as18,19
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is the contribution of electron thermal and friction forces.18,19,21 
The data suggest that the Nernst effect is responsible for the 
rapid B-field transport, which is shown to play an important 
role in observed rapid increase in the gas plasma temperature.

The behavior and dynamics are different in the laser-irradi-
ated, CH-lined, Au vacuum hohlraum [Fig. 125.9(b)]. Although 
the ablated CH wall helps to compress the Au blowoff, radially 
moving CH plasma jets are generated with the Au blowoff 
trailing.9 This process is initiated by the CH liner ablating 
from the wall, which subsequently expands with the continual 
arrival of wall blowoff into the region between the two adjacent 
expanding plumes. These plasmas collide with one another, 
leading to the formation of the dense plasma spokes that are 
redirected radially and move toward the hohlraum interior. The 
steep dPe around the jets results in radial E fields that deflect 
the imaging protons away from the jets and lead to the asterisk-
like spoke structure in the fluence images [Fig. 125.9(d)]. The 
inward jets travel with supersonic speed (+4 Cs) generating an 
early-time stagnation pressure that affects capsule implosion 
symmetry and dynamics,9 a phenomenon also observed in the 
pure vacuum Au hohlraum-driven experiments.11

The widths of the spokes in the images can be used with the 
imaging geometry to estimate the field # E # d ~ 3 # 105 V 

(where d is the differential path length along the proton trajec-
tory through the field area).9 A scale length of +0.1 cm (+laser 
spot width) for the field in a jet spoke implies E + 3 # 106 V cm–1.

To further study the dynamics of the interface and its effect 
on impeding the plasma stagnation, capsule implosions were 
performed with a denser hohlraum gas fill (+1 atm, C5H12) at 
two sampling times (Fig. 125.10). A relatively smooth interface 
appears between the expanding wall blowoff and the ionized fill 
gas at 0.8 ns, while chaotic spatial structure and interface inter-
penetration are evident at 1.6 ns. This interpenetration is caused 
by hydrodynamic instabilities. The surface perturbations that 
are seeded at the plume front can be amplified by the classical 
Rayleigh–Taylor (RT) instability occurring at the interface of 
the lighter, decelerating ionized gas plasma and the heavier, 
expanding Au blowoff.4 This instability has a growth rate4 

RT ,A ak2 1 2
t.c r_ i  where a is the acceleration, +1016 cm s–2 

is estimated from Fig. 125.7(b); k = m(2rr)–1 is the perturbation 
wave number. As an example, for a mode number m + 50 at 
half the hohlraum radius r + 0.5 # 0.12 cm, k + 130 cm–1, and 
A 2 1 2 1t -t t t t= +_ _i i is the Atwood number at the interface. 
For +0.1 ncrit the gas-fill plasma has a t1 . 3 mg cm–3 while the 
Au plasma has a t2 . 10 mg cm–3; therefore At . 0.54. A rough 
estimate gives cRT + 2.7 # 109 s–1 and a perturbation grows by 
a factor of +15 in 1 ns. A similar interaction process occurred 
between the ablated capsule plasma and the gas plasma. The 
consequence is a reduced benefit of the gas fill because the 
enhanced interpenetration (or mixing) between the Au blowoff 
and the gas plasma leads to high-Z material stagnating earlier 
in the hohlraum interior. This effect does not appear to be 
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severe because it happens during the coasting phase when the 
capsule implosion moves at a speed vimp that is comparable to, 
or even faster than, the outward ablation speed (+Cs). At this 
time, the high-Z blowoff should be sonically decoupled from 
the imploding capsule.

To explore the role that CH windows play in impeding the 
plasma stagnation, we performed capsule implosions driven by 
vacuum hohlraums with a CH window on both LEH’s. This is 
an important issue because when laser beams pass through the 
LEH’s, the CH windows are immediately evaporated, ionized, 
and magnetized. The high-pressure, low-Z window plasma will 
rapidly flow into the hohlraum interior, filling it and altering the 
wall blowoff dynamics and impeding the plasma stagnation, 
like the gas fill does. The spontaneous B fields will convect 
with the flowing window plasma and inhibit electron thermal 
conduction, further increasing the plasma temperature18,19,21 
and impeding the motion of the wall blowoff. Figure 125.11 
shows radiographic images taken while the drive laser was 
on. Because of the inflow of CH window plasma, no plasma 
jets formed and the wall blowoff was contained radially. More 
protons deflected in the radial direction than in the lateral 
directions of the radial expanding plume. This is because 

,L LT n2  where L T TT
1

e ed= -_ i  and L n nn
1

e ed= -_ i  are 
the temperature and density scale lengths, respectively, and 

,E E E L Ln P Tr n T
1 1 1

e e ed. ? ++ +- - -
i  leading to .E Er 2 i
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Figure 125.11
Images of (a) proton fluence and (b) proton energy from a solid CH sphere 
driven by a vacuum Au hohlraum with polyimide windows. The open (solid) 
arrows point to the interfaces between the Au wall blowoff and gas plasma 
(between the capsule ablation and gas plasma).

In summary, we have performed the first time-gated proton 
radiography of the spatial structure and temporal evolution of 
how the fill gas compresses the wall blowoff, inhibits plasma 
jet formation, and impedes plasma stagnation in the hohl-
raum interior. We have shown that the plasma interpenetrate 

caused by the classical Rayleigh–Taylor instabilities occurs 
as the lighter, decelerating ionized fill gas pushes against the 
heavier, expanding gold wall blowoff. We have demonstrated 
the important roles of spontaneously generated E and B fields 
in the hohlraum dynamics and capsule implosion. The heat flux 
is shown to rapidly convect the B field because of the Nernst 
effect. This experiment provides novel physics insight into the 
effects of fill gas on x-ray–driven implosions and will have an 
important impact on the ignition experiments at the NIF. 
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